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MISSION STATEMENT 

“The Delegation for Friendship Among Women is a non-political organization that nurtures 
friendship between women from the U.S. and other countries and seeks nuanced 
understanding of women’s work and lives throughout the world. 

The Delegation accomplishes its mission primarily by self-funded study trips to countries 
where formal relations with the U.S. are often in transition. Delegates meet with a variety of 
notable women with whom we exchange ideas and solutions, as well as links to relevant 
resources. Upon returning to the United States, Delegation members continue the purposeful 
dialogue with the women abroad and share knowledge and insights with other U.S. citizens 
through speeches and articles." 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK     
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Kim Harms, President 

 

Dear Delegates, 

After very careful consideration, the Board of Directors of the Delegation for Friendship Among 
Women has decided that our next Delegation visit will be to Peru. 
 
For those unfamiliar with Peru, it is the home to: 
 

• 3000 species of potato 
• 3/4 of the world’s alpacas 
• The world’s most expensive coffee (Peruvian Coati Dung Coffee.) 
• Penguins 
• Quechua people living on floating grass islands in the middle of Lake Titicaca 
• 55 Varieties of corn 
• The source of the Amazon River 
• Rainbow Mountains 
• 90 different micro-climates 
• Machu Picchu 
• The highest sand dune in the world 

 
Most importantly, Peru is the home to 16 million women.  We are very excited to share the 
expertise, knowledge, culture traditions and friendship of the Delegates who participate with the 
amazing women of Peru.   
 
We are currently waiting to coordinate dates with our travel agency as well as the opportunities in 
the country and, of course, the weather.  We will keep the Delegates posted as we finalize the 
details. 
 
Please consider joining us as in Peru and, if you have any connections we can make there, please 
contact me at 651-214-4073 or drkim@pinelakelawfirm.com. 
 
With much excitement about our visit to Peru, 
 
Kim Harms, President 
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      DELEGATE PROFILES 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flora “Pete” Kubitz, Delegate, Arizona 

A natural problem-solver with keen intuition and a 
visionary approach to leadership, Pete Kubitz has built a 
career as a high-profile strategist. Years of experience in 
entrepreneurial and global business, finance and changes 
in technology have shaped her as a driving force behind 
notable start-up corporations, non-profits, and 
philanthropic missions.  She thrives on cultivating new 
approaches to business expansions and operations for top 
corporations in numerous industries.  Pete is known for 
negotiating cost-effective contracts both domestically and 
in culturally diverse international environments.  Pete 
holds a Master in Business Administration (MBA) from 

Pepperdine University. She is one of the Founding Forty of the DePaul University Women in 
Entrepreneurship Institute and is a member of the Board of Trustees of Temple Kol Ami in 
Scottsdale, Arizona.  Pete’s interests include exploring entrepreneurial technologies, business 
development, funding, sustainability, and obstacles to economic development in the countries 
that The Delegation chooses to visit.  She is especially interested in learning from and sharing ideas 
with women already in business leadership roles and those who aspire to be.  Pete is an avid skier, 
runner, and reader.  

 

 

 
 

Janet Lennox Moyer, Delegate 
Rio Verde, Arizona 

Jan began her lighting design career in 1976, and is now 
the President and CEO of Janet Lennox Moyer Design.  
She has worked on large and small projects from the 
Defense Intelligence Agency’s first home in Washington, 
DC to winery caves, entertainment gardens, and 
botanical gardens. She began specializing in landscape 
lighting in the mid 1980’s and wrote the essential book 
used around the world, The Landscape Lighting Book, 
first released in 1992, now in its third edition, 2013, from 
the publisher John Wiley & Sons. Jan’s husband, George 
Gruel, produced a book her lighting projects called, She 
Paints with Light to help people visualize landscape 
lighting. Jan has taught since undergraduate school and 
founded The International Landscape Lighting Institute, a 
501(C)(3) educational non-profit still providing landscape 
lighting education classes in the United States and 
abroad.  She is currently finishing the last of 20 videos 
for a new educational platform Garden Light LED is 
producing  

called Learn•Night•Light The first 10 videos were released in Fall 2019. Jan has written 
countless articles and been included in multiple books on lighting. She has begun work on a 
full-color design book with Routledge, London, entitled The Art of Landscape Lighting, A 
Designers Companion.  This inspirational work for designers will chronicle what Jan has learned 
over more than 45 years of lighting design. 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

DELEGATION BOARD NEWS 
It is very sad to report that Mary Patricia Rohman has had to resign from the Board, where she 
held the position of Vice President, because of her mother’s health.  We send her all our good 
wishes and keep them both in our hearts. 

_____________________________________________ 

As was mentioned in previous newsletters, the Board had narrowed down the choice of countries 
for our next visit to Chile and Peru.  Brenda Dominici-Johnson and Diane Dunning visited the Chilean 
Embassy and Darlene Miller visited the Peruvian Embassy to gather information on the two 
countries and to gauge the interest of the two countries in having The Delegation visit.   The Board 
sincerely thanks Diane, Darlene, and Brenda for their efforts to gather as much information as 
possible for the Board to consider in making its decision.  Both countries presented compelling 
information.  After much discussion, the Board voted to travel to Peru for The Delegation’s next trip.  
Details of the trip will be sent out to all Delegates as they are finalized.  Please watch for “Special 
Notices”. 

The Board asks all Delegates to consider travelling to Peru and to send in any ideas for women’s 
organizations with which we might want to connect in Peru.  This should be a fantastic trip. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PERU 
From HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH:  PERU [Edited for brevity]  January 20, 2020 12:01AM EST  

Peru: Many With Disability Left Off Voting Lists 
Act Immediately to Guarantee Voting Rights for 2021 Election 

 

 
Actors with down syndrome represent Hamlet in a theater in Lima in December 2019 

© 2019 Samer Muscati (Lima, Peru)   

Thousands of Peruvian citizens with disabilities who had previously been under legal guardianship 
by courts have not been included on the national voting registry in time to vote in the January 26, 
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2020 congressional elections in Peru, the Society and Disability (SODIS), Peruvian Down Syndrome 
Society, and Human Rights Watch said today.  In 2018, Peru adopted a landmark law, Decree No. 
1384, that abolishes guardianship and recognizes that people with disabilities are entitled to rights 
on an equal basis with everyone else. There is no legal reason not to include people with disabilities 
on the voter registry, the groups said. 

“It is disgraceful that despite the 2018 reforms abolishing the guardianship system, thousands of 
Peruvians with intellectual and psychosocial disabilities previously under guardianship remain 
excluded from the electoral register,” said Pamela Smith, SODIS executive director. “Voting is the 
right and civic duty of every Peruvian, and discrimination cannot be tolerated.” 
 
Because the electoral register for the January 26 elections is closed, people with disabilities who 
were under guardianship and were excluded from the registry cannot be added at this stage. But 
they must be added for Peru’s general elections in 2021. 
 
Before 2018, as was the case in many counties, Peruvians with disabilities, and in particular people 
with intellectual and psychosocial – or mental – disabilities, were routinely not trusted to or deemed 
incapable of making decisions. A system of guardianship allowed judges and other government 
officials to strip people with disabilities of their right to make the most basic choices about their 
lives. Under guardianship, judges conferred decision-making powers on third parties – including 
family members, advocates, or managers of residential institutions where the people with 
disabilities were forced to live. 
 
On September 4, 2018, Peru adopted groundbreaking reforms to its civil legislative framework that 
recognize everyone’s right, regardless of disability, to full legal capacity and to have assistance in 
making decisions if they choose. Full legal capacity includes the right to engage in all legal 
transactions, from marrying and managing financial decisions to voting.  Under the first interim 
provision of Decree No. 1384, people with disabilities who were under guardianship as a result of a 
judicial resolution when the decree entered into force automatically regained their legal capacity, 
and previous guardianship resolutions ceased to have effect. 
 
However, key government entities such as the National Pension Office, the National Council for 
Disabilities, the Justice Ministry, the Judiciary Council, and the National Registry for Identification 
and Civil Status (RENIEC) have yet to take the necessary measures to recognize that guardianship 
has been abolished and to ensure that people with disabilities are able to exercise their civil and 
political rights. 
 
In a November 2019 letter to SODIS, officials in RENIEC’s electoral division said that, as they see it, 
despite the decree they have no authority to overrule a judicial resolution establishing guardianship. 
According to their reading of the reform, judges need to inform RENIEC in each individual case that 
the guardianship has been revoked. Thousands of people remain excluded from political 
participation because of this interpretation. 
 
“Given that they should never have been denied legal capacity in the first place, the idea that 
thousands of people with disabilities have to wait for judges to reinstate their legal capacity one-by-
one is absurd,” said Liliana Peñaherrera, former president of the Peruvian Down Syndrome Society. 
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“The decree is clear, and agencies should put in place measures to ensure that any person with a 
disability previously denied voter registration because they were under guardianship is now eligible 
and is to be allowed to vote.” 
 
If this situation is not addressed immediately, thousands of people with disabilities will continue to 
be disenfranchised, the organizations said. 
 
In September 2019, President Martín Vizcarra dissolved Congress and called for extraordinary 
elections in 2020. On January 26, all Peruvian citizens are expected to go to the polls to elect a new 
Congress as voting is compulsory.  Like other Peruvian citizens, people with disabilities should not 
be arbitrarily denied their right to vote because authorities have failed to put in place the 
appropriate measures to ensure they can register, the organizations said. 
 
“Peru’s authorities have an obligation to do what the 2018 reforms call for, which is simply to ensure 
that people with disabilities enjoy the same rights as everyone else, including the right to vote in 
the 2021 election,” said Carlos Ríos Espinosa, senior researcher and advocate for Human Rights 
Watch. “Continuing to prevent people with disabilities from exercising their right to vote not only 
flies in the face of Peruvian law, it’s an egregious form of discrimination,” said Ríos Espinosa. 
 

___________________________ 
 
From The New York Times, January 2020 

Lima, Peru 
A city of extraordinary food has a rich history and art as well. 

 
Lima today is arguably the culinary epicenter of South America, a city dotted with celebrity chefs 
and extravagant plates of extraordinary food.  This exciting scene serves as an antidote to what in 
the past kept travelers from sticking around:  gloomy skies, dilapidated corners, traffic jams and 
economic inequality.  But those who give the place a chance are rewarded not only with world-class 
dining, but also with a rich historic and cultural capital filled with picture-perfect squares like Plaza 
Mayor, museums filled with ancient treasures like Museo Larco and artisan-dotted mansions like 
Dedalo Arte y Artesania.  And new nonstop flights from the United States and Latin America make 
it easier to get to Lima than ever before.  Tourists usually orbit around the Miraflores neighborhood, 
with its cliff-side boardwalk for bike riding and its tidy shops like Morphology, not to mention 
restaurants like Maido and Central, both in the top 10 of the World’s 50 Best Restaurants ranking.  
But there is shopping to be done at the local boutiques along Calle de los Conquistadores in San 
Isidro as well, just as there is a pre-Incan pyramid to explore in the center of town.  Don’t get bogged 
down by the gray:  Lima in 2020is shining bright.   

 
~ SHANNON SIMS    
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ON THE WEB 

Delegation Facebook Page, Caroline Olstad, Delegate     
https://www.facebook.com/TheDelegationForFriendshipAmongWomen/ 
Caroline asks that if you have photos or videos or anything else you would like to share, please send 
them her way.  She also asks that you send any suggestions for other organizations that The 
Delegation can “like” to her as well.  She will be updating the Facebook page periodically. 
caroline.e.olstad@gmail.com 
 
Delegation Website, Jessica Remoloma, Webmaster) 
www.friendshipamongwomen.org 
member password:  women67 
See interesting history over the past decades including countries we’ve visited, friendships we’ve 
made and photos from the many Delegation trips and accomplishments.  
 
Many thanks to Holly Jobe for having volunteered to bring new energy to the Website.  She has 
devoted many hours to the project already and continues to work with Jessika. 
  
 

 
DONATION OPPORTUNITIES 
We realize that not every Delegate is able to accompany The Delegation on any particular trip.  
However all Delegates still have the opportunity to make a difference in the many lives affected in 
countries The Delegation visits by making a donation.  Such contributions allow all Delegates the 
opportunity to participate in our efforts.  Since The Delegation is a 501c3 nonprofit organization, 
you can share your generosity while receiving a receipt that documents tax deductibility. We 
encourage everyone to join in and help make deeply needed improvements in all the countries we 
visit.   
 
To donate, please send a check made out to The Delegation for Friendship Among Women, noting 
on the check which project you wish as a recipient.  Donations should be mailed to:  

Diane Dunning, Treasurer 
300 Lewis Lane 

Ambler, Pa. 19002 

You will receive a receipt for tax purposes.  Thanks for your help!! 
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DELEGATION TRIP UPDATES   
Please note any time you see an * below.   These are just the kinds of collaborations in which The 
Delegation excels.  Feel free to pass on all this information to your friends, families and 
connections.  And if anything blossoms from your efforts, please let us know. 

ARMENIA 
This article was published as part of the Human Rights House Foundation’s monthly newsletter for 
May 2018 [Edited for brevity]. 

Fighting for Women’s Rights and Equality in Armenia 

 
Armenian human rights defender, Lara Aharonian, has defended equality and fairness for all with a 
special focus on women rights and sexual minorities for more than 15 years.   

Human Rights House Foundation (HRHF) spoke to Lara Aharonian, the co-founder of the Women’s 
Resource Center (WRC) and board member of the Human Rights House Yerevan, about her life, her 
passion for human rights and the challenges she faces as a woman and as a human rights defender 
in Armenia. 

Her interview with Human Rights House Foundation (HRHF) came soon after Armenia’s velvet 
revolution, which led to the peaceful transition of the government and the election of protest 
leader, Nikol Pashinyan, as prime minister. 

 

Passion for human rights 

Thinking back to when she first realised she wanted to defend human rights and women’s rights, 
Aharonian recalls: 

“I experienced first-hand a case of violence against a friend of mine. I was a graduate student visiting 
Armenia, I didn’t think I would start an NGO or anything like that, all I wanted to do was to try and 
help her. We faced a lot of obstacles, and I saw just how much the system wasn’t working for 
women, particularly survivors of domestic violence. 
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My friend tried to separate herself from her partner, but since they had children together, this was 
extremely difficult.  In Armenia, families consider separation shameful, and the blame is always put 
specifically on women, as long as the children are in a family with two parents, everything else can 
be sacrificed. I saw that there is a problem, not only with the legal system, but deeper in the 
mentality of society.” 
 
Instead of supporting her, the victim’s family advised her on how not to provoke violent behaviour 
from her partner. 
 
A second defining moment came when Aharonian supported an underage girl who had been the 
victim of a sexual assault, resulting in pregnancy. 
“I supported the girl through the abortion process. During this time, the police took advantage of 
the girl’s situation as an opportunity to extort money from her. She had asked them not to report 
the assault to her father and brothers, which could put her life at risk.  This triggered something in 
me. I realised that something should be done.  In Armenia, these are everyday problems; sexism, 
misogyny, and homophobia, for example, are all very visible. I saw the same patterns over and over 
again. I saw where there were problems that needed to be addressed.” 

Early life: Lebanon to Canada 

Born and raised in Lebanon, Aharonian later fled the civil war to Canada, before migrating to her 
ancestral homeland of Armenia. With a smile on her face, she reflects on the diversity of her 
background: 
 
“Today I call myself an immigrant. This is an identity that I strongly associate with because of my 
lifetime living in different countries – they have shaped who I am. 
 
It was Lebanon that provided me with an understanding of what it means to be a minority in society, 
and what challenges minorities face. I also learned about the realities of war and how it affects 
communities, and women in particular. 
 
When my family left Lebanon – fleeing the war – we left by boat through Cyprus, where most 
refugees from Lebanon went. In recent years, we have seen desperate human beings fleeing Syria. 
I deeply sympathise with their situation -- how you can lose everything in a couple of days and be 
forced start from zero in a new community. 
 
In Lebanon I saw war, loss, death, destruction – I didn’t have this vision of how good things could 
be. When I arrived in Canada it was so healing. Canada gave me this vision of possibilities and 
progress. It was so green, so clean, so friendly, there was public transportation, access to education 
for all, multiculturalism, respect for all.” 
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Coming home for the first time 

Yet, despite loving her life in Canada, she felt a certain pull that many members of the Armenian 
diaspora may find familiar: 
“When you are a part of the diaspora, you have a lot of this nationalist, patriotic upbringing. The 
family will make sure you are connected with the language and the history. My upbringing was no 
exception. I always dreamed of coming to Armenia, and as soon as I had the opportunity, I became 
the first in my living family to ever set foot in Armenia. I fell in love with Armenia during this time, 
and knew that one day I would return.” 
 
Aharonian’s first visit to Armenia was in 1985, when she was a part of a student exchange program. 
In the 1990s, she travelled again to Armenia to work as a volunteer with construction in rural areas. 
In her spare time, she talked with women and young people, to get a sense of what was happening 
in the country. She spent time in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict zone. She credits this time as 
helping to show her the real Armenia, in contrast to the nostalgic and nationalistic stories of her 
upbringing: “Actually coming to Armenia helped me shed these attitudes, and stereotypes. 
 
I saw Armenia for the first time as a real place and not as this romanticised fantasy from our 
grandparents. I felt so at home here, with the history and the language, and I resonated with the 
people.” 
 
Her final move to Armenia began in 2003, as a university student doing her graduate program. 
“I didn’t think I would stay forever, but as years passed, I became more settled here. My parents 
never understood why I moved from Canada to Armenia, after they had rescued me from war-torn 
Lebanon. For me, Armenia was more real, more down to earth, more human compared to Canada, 
which for all of its inspiring, wonderful positives, was this closed atmosphere of capitalism and 
bureaucracy.” 

Velvet revolution 

Armenia’s velvet revolution began in April 2018, and led to the peaceful transition of government 
and the election of protest leader, Nikol Pashinyan, as prime minister. 
“The protests were very empowering to be a part of. It was very decentralised, there were women 
activists and feminists peacefully gathering and demonstrating our messages and slogans. We were 
able to raise issues like labour rights by protesting in front of businesses owned by oligarchs, where 
employees have been exploited, underpaid, or kept without contracts over the years. 
 
The demonstrations were also accessible, with “pots and pans” protests taking place in the evenings 
to give people who are unable leave their homes a chance to participate. 
Leaders were talking about social justice, that this is a new Armenia: no hate speech, human rights 
will be protected, rule of law will prevail. It’s the first time I’ve heard a leader discuss these things 
in a political speech. It’s very promising.” 
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As an important voice to the diaspora community, Aharonian reports on human rights and women’s 
rights in Armenia, speaking at events all over the world and updating people via social media.  
“Sometimes I feel that when I talk about these things, it’s the first time that many are hearing about 
it because often their information comes from national television, or they have experienced a great 
vacation in the summer, but didn’t get a chance to see the full story.” 

From crime scene to women’s center 

Lara Aharonian has worked to change Armenian society since she was a student. At Yerevan State 
University in 2003, she applied to start a group on feminist issues, and was put in touch with Gohar 
Shahnazaryan. 
 
Starting with meetings in cafes and other public spaces, Aharonian and Shahnazaryan eventually 
asked the university for a small space, which it provided. However, following an advertisement on 
campus for a talk about sexuality hosted at the space, the university rector, shocked at the subject 
matter, closed the group down. 
 
“They covered our little space in yellow tape – it looked like a crime scene. It was at this time that 
we started to work on registering the Women’s Resource Center.” 
 
The Women’s Resource Center has grown into a vibrant centre, which promotes women’s rights 
through a number of methods and channels: 
We have used film screenings, and we have a 24-hour online community radio called Women’s Voice 
Radio with music and interviews with women. We have a feminist oral story initiative, which is 
preparing an archive on the daily struggle – some of the archive will go on radio, some will be 
archived to preserve the voice of women for generations to come. 
With feminist artists, we use art as a means to raise awareness on taboo issues such as sexuality and 
bodies. 
 
Aharonian identifies one of the organisation’s biggest successes as being able to begin to break the 
taboo on sexual violence against women: 
 
“Every two years we have a women’s march targeting a particular province, going door to door as 
well as talking to schools, clinics, and local authorities.  We target campaigns on sexual assault at 
men, carry out programs for teenagers and parents discussing sexuality, and push for a domestic 
violence law and for amendments to the sexual violence law. 
 
Women are now calling our community-driven sexual crisis centre, which is the first of its kind in 
Armenia. Today, we even work with the investigator’s office to change their attitudes and 
approach towards survivors of sexual violence.” 
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Feminism and equality 

In her work on sexuality, gender identity, women’s rights and feminism, Aharonian draws a parallel 
with the LGBT+ community which also faces many of the same issues and problems: 
“In society, if we can resolve gender identity and orientation, other things would be very easy to 
resolve. Feminism is intersectional, you can’t raise the issue of patriarchy and only talk about 
women. Patriarchy attacks all kinds of people that aren’t the so-called social “norm”. 
You can’t say you are only working for heterosexual women – that is nonsense. So it’s completely 
natural to defend LGBT+ rights as well.”Alongside Mamikon Hovsepyan, leader of Pink Armenia, 
Aharonian was among the first raising these issues by attacking homophobic attitudes in public, 
including hate speech in media. 

Harassment and discrimination 

https://youtube/tq2EOhBJeDI 
Lara Aharonian speaks about the challenges that women face in society, as well as what it is like to 
be a women’s rights defender. 
 
Women face challenges and stereotypes at different levels in society, starting at home, from the 
family, where they are not always encouraged to break their traditional role. Challenges also come 
from friends, employers, from the government, and law enforcement bodies. These stereotypes can 
be particularly difficult if you are a human rights defender: 
“It’s harder when you are fighting patriarchal values as well as general human rights issues. We are 
part of civil society raising the issue of injustice, but we are also shaking the whole cultural mentality. 
A lot of time we even have to denounce sexism among civil society itself. 
 
I’ve been threatened with rape, death threats, and other kinds of violence. People have spat on me 
in public, people have followed me. I have been the subject of smear campaigns on social media. 
These threats were very intimidating at first, but I feel like I have become more used to it, and have 
found ways to deal with it.” 
 
Aharonian has also faced discrimination on the grounds of her status as a member of the diaspora 
community. During a demonstration, she was once challenged by a counter protest – a former 
presidential candidate and the head of a pro-Russian party – who told her that she was not 
Armenian, and that she “didn’t drink the water here” and to go back to her own country. 
 “I often hear this kind of thing, it used to bother me but now I just say ‘I am here, I will stay here, 
and I am Armenian whether you like it or not.” 
 
Aharonian credits her colleagues in WRC and at Human Rights House Yerevan as helping her to cope 
with these issues. She also finds a lot of strength in her family and children. 
“The House is like a support group for us. It is also a secure space for us too. The network of Houses 
has also helped us to reach out to other communities that work on issues outside of women’s rights, 
like free expression and assembly.” 
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Looking to the future with optimism 

Despite her satisfaction with the result of the velvet revolution in April 2018, there were some 
disappointments. Among 17 newly appointed ministers, only two were women. 
“We had some candidates that we felt that were good in some positions – but we also realised that 
many women weren’t interested, which shows the problem is at a much deeper level, a level we 
need to address.” 
 
Another disappointment came in the form of a minister who was previously involved in a hate crime 
against the LGBT+ community; after six years he has not offered an apology. 
“He protected the perpetrators of the bombing of an LGBT+ friendly pub, even paying their bail. 
With Mamikon and others we sent letters and voiced our concern, as hate and hate speech will not 
be welcome in this new Armenia.” 
 
Asked about her vision of a perfect society, Aharonian responded: 
 
“Everyone’s rights are protected no matter who they are, what they think, what their challenges 
are. Everyone is comfortable and empowered to ask for their rights. More representation, not only 
from women, but from all groups in decision-making spheres. More green spaces.  Hoping that our 
organisations can finally be closed and that I can go and write my book and enjoy life, and not 
thinking about how to help the next case of violence or sexual assault. I’m optimistic for now, but 
there is a lot of work still to be done.” 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

THE REPUBLIC OF GEORGIA 

From Human Rights Watch, World Report 2020:  GEORGIA [Edited for brevity] 

Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity  
 
Activists planned Georgia’s first-ever Pride Week— including various social, political, and cultural 
events and a Pride March— for June 22, 2019. On May 31, 2019, the Interior Ministry issued a 
statement saying that the events could not be held outdoors, citing the risks to people involved in 
the events.  In its June 14, 2019, statement, the Georgian Orthodox Church urged the authorities 
“not to allow” Tbilisi Pride, calling it “absolutely unacceptable.” Two days later, homophobic groups 
led by ultra-conservative businessman Levan Vasadze held a rally, announcing the formation of 
vigilante patrols against Tbilisi Pride and gay people. Police launched an investigation into Vasadze’s 
statements that had no outcome at time of writing. 
 
The indoor Pride events took place. On July 8, 2019, around 40 activists and LGBT supporters held a 
Pride March outside the Interior Ministry. 
 
In November, ultra-nationalist hate groups and their supporters organized protests against the 
screening of a Swedish-Georgian gay love-themed film, “And Then We Danced,” in Tbilisi and 
Batumi, harassing and at times attacking moviegoers. Police said they detained 27 people on 
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misdemeanor, disobedience, and hooliganism charges, and one person faced criminal violence 
charge. 
 
In a May 2019, joint statement, the United Nations (UN), European Union (EU), United States (US), 
and Council of Europe (CoE) representations in Tbilisi called for an end to violence and discrimination 
against LGBTQI+ persons in Georgia.  CoE Human Rights Commissioner, Dunja Mijatovic, also urged 
authorities to take decisive measures to ensure the safety of people organizing and participating in 
the Pride March and respect people’s right to be protected from violence and hate speech. 
 

 

MONGOLIA  
From Holly Jobe*: 

 
Let’s Change Our Toilets!  

Our Mongolian friend, Oyungerel Tsedevdamba (Oyuna), and her husband, Jeff Falt, visited 
Philadelphia on October 7, 2019 to provide a gathering of interested friends an update on the work 
of her NGO, Local Solutions. Since their last visit eight months earlier, the work on improving toilets 
in Mongolia has progressed significantly. 

She explained that two thirds of the residents of Ulaanbaatar, the capital city of Mongolia, live in 
off-grid residential areas called ger (yurt) districts. Over a million residents have dangerous, 
polluting, pit toilets (outhouses) on their properties. Ninety-nine percent of the population outside 
the capital is also off-grid and use pit toilets which are soil and water polluting, foul smelling and fly 
infested, about six-fifteen feet deep and are dangerous, un-cleanable, inaccessible and provide no 
facilities for hand washing. 

These toilets are sources of diarrhea that constitutes the number one cause of children's deaths in 
Mongolia. Moreover, Mongolia ranks #1 with the number of Hepatitis A cases per 1000 persons, 
and many other dangerous diseases that are the result of the ger districts' poor sanitation. Tragically, 
every year toddlers and young children die from falling into pit toilets and pregnant women lose 
their fetus into pit toilets as well. 

The vast majority of ger district residents are low-income earners who cannot afford septic tanks, 
and flush toilets. The off-grid ger district population grew 5-fold over the past 30 years and is 
expected to grow more rapidly in the near future. Ulaanbaatar City lacks the financial, hydro-logical, 
and infrastructural resources to provide water-based good sanitation to this ever-growing 
community. 
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In addition to the sanitation crisis, air pollution in winter in Mongolia is the worst in the world. From 
October to March, Ulaanbaatar is not only the coldest capital city in the world, it also has the most 
toxic air. With temperatures falling as low as -45º C/-49º F at night, more than a million off-grid 
residents of Ulaanbaatar’s ger district keep warm by burning the cheapest and, thus, the dirtiest, 
coal available.  The resultant air pollution not only contributes to global warming but also fills the 
hospitals of the capital city with sick children and their mothers. Children die of pneumonia in the 
corridors of these hospitals for lack of proper accommodation. 

During her time in Parliament, Oyuna attempted to introduce legislation to work with the toilet 
problem but because it is such a taboo subject, any mention of toilets was struck from any attempts 
because the very word, toilet is considered dirty.  She began by writing a book about the need to 
change toilets, created a training curriculum, traveled throughout the country meeting with 
communities and educating them about dry toilet solutions. 

The search was on to find a solution that would fit into most poorer people’s budget, could be 
cleaned and did not need water because of the extreme cold in Mongolia where heating pipes would 
be needed for any water toilet. 

The organization built a toilet selling app that connects buyers, sellers (new dealerships have 
emerged) and banks to provide financing with direct loans and lease to buy options. The app also 
includes creating a credit history for low income people. One of the options is a heated Ger entry 
that also includes a bathroom with a dry toilet and dry handwashing station.   

The toilets collect urine and feces in different areas of the toilet.  The feces is collected in plastic 
bags in the toilet and each user puts a scoop of composting solution to keep odors down.  A new 
industry has emerged to collect the bags which are composted communally.  Urine is collected as 
grey water and is biologically cleaned by a bacteria product and filtered before it goes into the 
ground. 

Sales have taken off and those assembled in October were frankly amazed to see what one person, 
with her organization, can do to improve the lives of so many in Mongolia.  The systemic attention 
they brought to all the details of educating people, creating acquisition and management systems 
and providing a safe and dignified way for people to create better lives is no less than inspirational! 

Oyuna was recently interviewed by a Japanese TV network about her work.  Click on the link to see 
the interview. 

https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/ondemand/video/2058585/?fbclid=IwAR0i2l6mMlNqroiHO
KkTkR0J2rIB12x2qlXgODl3nGKBuiKlBqAF4-R2zW4 

To contribute to the Local Solutions NGO for the toilet project or the air pollution project, contact: 

Local Solutions 
Phone: 976-99115109 http://www.jorlon.org oyunlt@gmail.com 
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Oyuna presenting, October 2019 
 

OYUNGEREL TSEDEVDAMBA grew up a herder girl in Communist Mongolia. She received a 
scholarship to study planning economy in the USSR and, after the fall of communism, she earned a 
Master’s Degree in Market Economy in Russia. She subsequently received a Master’s Degree from 
Stanford University where she was a Fulbright Fellow. Oyungerel is an Eisenhower Fellow and a 
World Fellow of Yale University. From 2000 to 2004 she headed Liberty Center, at that time 
Mongolia’s most active human rights organization. She later served as Adviser to the Prime Minister 
of Mongolia and subsequently to the President of Mongolia on human rights and civic participation. 
In 2010 Oyungerel was elected president of the 90,000 member Democratic Women’s Union. In 
2012 she won election to Mongolia’s Parliament and was appointed Minister of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism. In 2015 Oyungerel was awarded the Chevalier de L'ordre des Arts et des Lettres by the 
Ministry of Culture of France for her efforts to end the death penalty in Mongolia and for her work 
in preserving and protecting Mongolia’s cultural heritage including the much-publicized 
Tyrannosaurus bataar case. Oyungerel is the author of 11 books and co-author of three with Jeff 
Falt, her husband.  Jeff and Oyuna live in Ulaanbaatar. 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clean, modern Ger toilet 
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              Oyuna, AKA “The Toilet Lady 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Oyuna, Holly Jobe, Diane Dunning, Jeff Falt, October 2019 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

RWANDA 

LIBRARIES IN RWANDA 
This is a reprint of an article From the January-February 2013 edition of the Journal of Northwest 
Dentistry by our President, Kim Harms.  It is the story of a mother’s attempt to heal from the loss of 
her son and a country’s effort to heal from the horrific acts of genocide.  The mother is the current 
President of The Delegation for Friendship Among Women, Kim Harms.  The country is Rwanda. 

ERIC JAMES HARMS MEMORIAL LIBRARIES: 
Healing:  Here and There 

 
Reading, Writing, Redemption, Rwanda 

On January 31, 2009, I lost my son. Eric was 19 years old and a brilliant scholar, musician, and student 
leader at Columbia University in New York City. Most importantly, he was a loving, kind, and 
compassionate young man who made a positive impact on everyone he met.  He died from 
depression, the disease that had taken the life of my nephew just two years before and the life of 
my mother when I was 17.  

After Eric died, the world became a dark place for me, and for a while I felt that I would never 
experience joy again. My husband Jim had just overcome liver cancer and, miraculously, a liver 
transplant. He was struggling fiercely both physically and emotionally. Our daughters, Hillary, an 
attorney, and Ashley, a law student at St. Thomas University at the time, were also trying to cope, 
to make sense of the loss of their beloved younger brother. Fortunately, we clung together in our 
despair.  

In addition to my family, my life was blessed with a strong church, supporting colleagues, and 
wonderful friends. One of those friends, Pam Pappas Stanoch, told me stories about genocide 
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survivors in Rwanda who had overcome the horrific events of their past. I began to read books 
written by genocide survivors who through their faith, determination, and resilience reclaimed their 
joy and lived purposeful lives. These books helped me to heal and find the joy in my life again.  

Open Sesame  

When Pam suggested that we work together to send a memorial library in Eric’s name to Rwanda 
through Books for Africa, I immediately agreed. I had been helped tremendously by books written 
by Rwandans and could now express my gratitude by sending books that might impact the lives of 
Rwandans whose stories had helped me.  

We started our first fundraiser on October 6, 2011, and were amazed that fewer than five months later, 
through the help of St. Thomas Academy and Visitation Schools, the MDA, and my church and Pam’s, we had 
raised the funds to send libraries to two Catholic high schools, Catholic University of Rwanda, the dental 
school at Kigali Health Institute, and the Wisdom School, an amazing place that included schools for primary 
students, deaf students, and children who were heads of households. 
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Thompson-Reuters, through Books for Africa, had developed a law library full of new law books 
that were specifically designed for emerging democracies in Africa, and we were able to include 
two of these libraries in our shipment, one for the Law School in Butare, and one for the Law 
School in Kigali. 

 
Library Under Construction 

Meeting the Moment  

The books were expected to reach Rwanda in August of 2012, so Pam and I decided to travel to 
Rwanda in September to dedicate seven Eric James Harms Memorial Libraries. Our expectations 
were high, but it could not begin to match the reality of our experience.  

In the spring of 1994, in just 100 days, almost a million Rwandans were savagely murdered in an 
organized effort by the Hutu majority government to eliminate the Tutsi population as well as any 
Hutus who showed sympathy to the Tutsis. The murder weapons were guns, machetes, and 
sharpened garden hoses. Many victims were tortured, raped, and killed by their former friends and 
neighbors. Their bodies were frequently left whole or in pieces, for the dogs to eat. When the killing 
was done, the victim’s property was stolen and their houses were burned. The goal was to leave no 
trace of the Tutsi population that in happier times had lived in harmony with their Hutu neighbors.  

The causes of the Genocide are complicated, and in some ways resembled those used by Hitler in 
the 1940s.  The extremist government manipulated the population, murdered or discredited the 
moderates, and used every means at its disposal to dehumanize its targets. Tutsis were referred to 
as cockroaches and vermin who needed to be eliminated. Unlike the Nazis who, for the most part, 
carried out their genocide behind the closed doors of the concentration camps, the Rwandan Hutu 
extremists utilized the civilian population in partnership with the Hutu army to carry out the 
atrocities openly. The killings occurred in streets, homes, churches, and schools. No place was safe. 
Hutus had a choice: If they did not kill or support the killings, they would risk being murdered 
themselves along with their own families.  
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The genocide ended when the RPF, lead mostly by Tutsis, defeated the extremist Hutu government 
three months after the killings began. The government set up at that time survives today. Although 
there is still controversy in Rwanda, the government has focused its reconstruction on the principles 
of forgiveness and reconciliation, and the country is safe and at peace.  

Love at First Site  

Pam and I arrived in Kigali with a tight schedule of eight days to dedicate seven libraries: three in 
the central Kigali area, three in the southern Butare area, and one in the northeast “gorilla country” 
of Musanze. This seemed an impossible task to me, but Pam, a seasoned traveler and cross-cultural 
entrepreneur, had determined our schedule, and I knew from experience to trust her judgment!  

Ultimately I wanted to understand how a country with such a tragic history could find a way for its 
so terribly divided people to work together to rebuild. I also wanted to understand how individual 
Rwandans who had lost everything could learn to trust and forgive the perpetrators.  

It was explained to me by several aide groups that the Genocide was not a topic of polite 
conversation. I certainly understood that and realized that it would be unlikely in the process of 
dedicating the libraries that I would be able to engage anyone in a deep conversation regarding their 
past. I was wrong.  

Our guide for Kigali and Butare was Fr. Reme Bizimani. Fr. Remy had lost his parents and his sister 
in the Genocide. He had been adopted by his aunt, an Anglican Canon, and uncle, a Baptist pastor.  

His aunt and uncle had lost five of their seven children, and for 14 years thought that they had lost 
their infant granddaughter. In 2005, a prisoner confessed that the child had not been killed. Her 
parents, facing their killers, had the presence of mind to make a bargain. They would find and collect 
all of their money and exchange that for the life of their child. Once the money was given to the 
killers, the parents were brutally murdered, but the baby girl was spared and given to a Hutu family. 
After several years of searching for the child, she was finally found, living happily with a Hutu family. 
At 14, she was reunited with her grandparents and extended Tutsi family, and now lives with both 
families. I cannot begin to imagine the emotional complexities she must live with. I wish I could say 
that the experiences of Fr. Remy’s family were unusual, but they are a common family history in 
Rwanda.  

Father Remy and his family gave us the honor of taking us to the Murambi Genocide Memorial in southwest 
Rwanda. He had arranged a private tour for us. Our guide and three companions had all lost multiple family 
members in the Genocide.  Pam and I walked the narrow path on the grounds of a former technical college 
where 45,000 people were murdered on April 21, 1994. Tutsis and moderate Hutus who had tried to hide in 
a local church had been led to the school with promises of protection, but instead were massacred. Most 
were buried in mass graves, but to ensure that the world would never forget — or worse, deny — what had 
happened there, the remains of close to 1,000 victims had been preserved in lime. Guns and grenades had 
killed some, but the vast majority had been slashed to death with machetes. As a testimony to the 
effectiveness of this killing machine, only a handful of the 45,000 who sought refuge at Murambi survived.  
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Remy’s School 

As might be expected, few survivors described the details of how the killing of their friends and 
family was accomplished. But here, at Murambi, they did not have to. The final moments in the lives 
of these men, women, children, and infants were graphically evident. Arms and legs had been 
severed; skulls were crushed beyond recognition as human. Some had obviously been buried alive 
among the corpses of their family members; their arms reaching out as if trying to find escape. Many 
of the women who had been violated had foreign objects still protruding from their bodies. The visit 
to Murambi with these survivors was a great privilege, and one of the most sacred moments of my 
life. I will never forget it. 

Deep Memory  

I will also never forget the Rwandan Collectives. Tutsi women whose husbands had been killed in 
the Genocide had joined with Hutu women whose husbands had done the killing and were now in 
jail. They had put aside their differences and focused on forgiveness and reconciliation. Each 
collective determined the type of work they would rely upon. Many made traditional crafts, sewing 
or weaving baskets. One of the collectives we visited in Musanze was trying to secure micro-loans 
to start a business that would distribute coal in their village in a more efficient way. These women 
were amazing. Pam and I bonded with them immediately.  There was, unexpectedly, much joy and 
laughter in these groups. In Musanze, we were greeted with singing and dancing.  
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Dancing In Rwanda 

When we were about to leave, the women began their singing and dancing again and brought the 
two of us in to join them. I have to admit that I am not much of a dancer. In seventh grade, my 
sister told me that I wasn’t very good at it, so I pretty much stopped dancing at 13. In America we 
dance for enjoyment, but also to be seen and show our talent. In the Rwandan collectives, they 
dance as an expression of joy. You can almost feel the joy coming out of the fingertips of these 
women. By the time we were done, I could feel the joy coming out of my fingertips. Joy is 
contagious. With such a horrible past to work through and lives lived in such stark financial poverty, 
how could these Tutsi and Hutu women dance together with such joy? In answer to such a 
bewildering question, I found myself thinking, When it comes to joy, I think we are the ones living 
in poverty.  

From Hutu/Tutsi Cooperative President in Musanze: 

After the Genocide, people were living alone. So many people were separated from 
relatives and friends. The world was a mess, and the idea came that those people who had 
the same problems – Hutu and Tutsi women were both widowed, but for different reasons 
– could meet together to try to find solutions and hope for life for everybody. The first 
group was those who had the same problems and wanted to get together and heal. When 
people sit together and try to get the sense of hope for everybody, it helps everybody. We 
need to live after all properties were destroyed. We have to improve our lives, so all 
women brought anything they had and any skill they had and we brought those together 
to help each other. Other people came in later, but most groups came together to heal. 
The goal was to support each other and to survive. All women (both Hutu and Tutsi) 
brought together everything they had, and we put it together and bought food and 
clothing for our families. We are building houses together. We also know that we need 
information, so Elie (Nduwayesu) brought us radios, and now we get information about 
how to develop ourselves. We are proud of what we have accomplished, but we are still 
challenged to provide education for our children and other household needs. 
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Hold a Book, Hold the World  

The dental school was located in Kigali, and, although the books had not yet arrived, we were warmly 
greeted by our host, Dr. Muhumuza. I have since learned that the dental school has been 
disappointed in the past by donations that were promised but never delivered, so his hospitality 
was even more impressive. Dr Muhumuza gave me a tour of the school, and I was impressed to see 
a small but modern clinic. There was even an advertisement for orthodontic aligners. The students 
were a bit shy, but after a little questioning, they opened up and answered some questions. I was 
impressed with how similar they were to American students. They seemed to like similar foods, they 
chose dentistry as their profession in order to help people, and many wanted to return to their 
hometowns to practice. In some ways, nevertheless, they were different from their American 
counterparts. One difference I noticed was the size of their families. Many had five or six siblings. I 
remembered that American families, in the time of my grandparents, when the death rate for 
children was higher, also had large families. I was struck, however, with the number of these young 
people who were orphans. Most were small children when the Genocide occurred, and these young 
men and women lived firmly in that shadow.  

 
One Library Near Completion 

In Butare, we dedicated two complete and new law libraries specifically designed for emerging 
democracies in Africa. These libraries, donated via Books for Africa through its Law and Democracy 
Initiative, were sponsored and published through Thompson-Reuters. The Dean of the Law School 
told us that lawyers were heavily targeted during the Genocide, and when it ended there were only 
49 left in the entire country. The country had to rely on local community courts (called gacaca courts) 
to provide justice. The law school had few books, and was very grateful for these libraries. I was able 
to talk to the law students, most of whom wanted to go back to their own communities to practice. 
I left the law school thinking — “They need more books!”  

We were also able to dedicate libraries at Catholic University and a local high school and visited a 
Catholic church were thousands of people and five Catholic priests had been killed. 
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The Wisdom School  

In Musanze, “gorilla country”, we brought books to The Wisdom School. Genocide survivors, Elie 
and Bernadette Nduwayesu, both psychologists, founded the Wisdom School. Initially they used 
their own funds to start an educational facility for the many children orphaned in Musanze. They 
currently have more than 700 students, including 68 deaf students, and a training program for 
children who are heads of households. We fell in love with the beautiful children there, especially 
the deaf students. The training program, based upon love and compassion for the students, was 
amazing. Most of the students live at the school, but many walk miles every day to get there. The 
biggest challenge Elie and Bernadette face is raising money for food to feed so many children.  

These young students seemed happy and excited to see us. They sang and danced for us. At the deaf 
school, we met a young boy, ZuZu, who had been hidden by his parents in a single isolated room. 
His parents had AIDS, and it was considered a disgrace to their families for them to have children, 
as any children would almost certainly be orphaned. ZuZu’s father died first, and then his mother. 
When family members came to bury his mother, they heard a noise, and were surprised to find 
ZuZu, alone and uncared for, climbing up the walls in a remote bedroom. Because he had never 
been talked to, he developed no language. He had no means of communication. They called him a 
feral child. It was during our visit that ZuZu ran to Elie when we arrived at the deaf school, hugged 
him, and began actually talking to him.  

Deaf students in Africa are rarely educated, and live their lives without a method of communication. 
They are rarely able to take care of themselves. The Wisdom School is not only teaching them sign 
language and reading, but they are taking the rare step in Africa of attempting to mainstream 
students who are doing well into the classroom with hearing students. These students now plan 
lives similar to their hearing classmates. They want to be teachers, shopkeepers, hotel managers, 
and computer programmers. What an honor it was to provide books for these children who, once 
they can read, have the whole world opened to them.  

Home Again  

As Pam and I began our journey home, we could not believe how our lives had changed in just eight 
days. What had originally begun as a plan to build a single library had turned that imagined edifice 
into eight. Fr. Remy had dedicated space for a future Eric James Harms Memorial Library at his 
school. This was to become our “senior” project. Pam planned to look for ways to fund micro-loans 
for the cooperatives, and I was to focus on fundraising for more libraries and helping the dental 
students in any way I could.  

As I write this, I am reminded that tragedy, grief, and suffering occur universally. Yesterday, 26 
students and adults were senselessly killed in a school in Connecticut. My heart goes out to all of 
those affected. There are many who will find themselves in that dark place of despair and confusion. 
When you lose a child, you not only lose the physical presence, you lose the tactile joy of giving them 
a hug. You lose the spontaneous joy when they give you an unexpected smile. You also lose all of 
the hopes and dreams you developed for them from the moment they were born. There will be no 
more holiday celebrations, birthdays, weddings, or grandchildren. You lose part of yourself.  The 
grief that follows is a difficult journey.  
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Hopefully, at some point and in their own time, the survivors in Connecticut and other survivors of 
tragedy and trauma will be able to look up and see that they are not alone. There are others who 
have suffered similarly and who would be honored to help.  

Our country has been blessed with relative peace and financial security compared to the rest of the 
world. Perhaps for this reason we are frequently in denial when it comes to the presence of evil, 
and our lack of control over it. Rwandans looked evil straight in the face on an unimaginable level 
18 years ago. Yet through their faith, as well as their ability to forgive the crimes, reconcile with the 
perpetrators, and still hold them accountable, they provide us the wonderful gift of their example. 
No matter what happens to us here on earth, emotional survival is possible, peace is possible, and 
eventually, even joy is possible. After facing 100 horrific days in a country gone mad, the survivors 
of the Rwandan Genocide have taught us that. 

 
Sunzu Village Library Completion 

 
Postscript:  

It has been three months since our visit, and God has opened many doors. In three weeks our 
second shipment of 20,000 books will leave the Books for Africa warehouse in Georgia. Merck, 
whose goal is to get Merck Manuals into the hands of as many health care providers as possible 
in Africa, is sending some in the memory of Fr. Remy’s adoptive father, who died just before our 
visit. We have two new libraries: St. Etienne’s Cathedral and the Isaro Foundation. Student 
Thierry Tuyishimre from Oklahoma Christian University partnered with us to help send books 
and add to our library count. A dental student at Harvard University, Jungsuk Cho, is working 
with the dental students in Kigali to investigate student partnerships. My friend and fellow ADA 
Consumer Advisor, Dr. Edmond Hewlett, Dean of Diversity and Outreach at the dental school at 
UCLA, has asked me to present a proposal for student educational collaboration with the 
Rwandan dental school. Quintessence Publishing and Gordon Christiansen have made generous 
donations to our dental library project. Elie at the Wisdom School so enjoyed the music books 
sent to him from Eric’s personal library that he requested some keyboards to introduce music 
to the children. We sent them to him. Ryan Strand, a family friend and graduate student in music 
at Northwestern University, is working with the Wisdom School to help develop a music 
curriculum. Eric would be so proud. 
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___________ 

*This has been the story of the beginning of the Eric James Harms Memorial Libraries.  As of this 
writing, there are 33 of these libraries in Rwanda – thanks in some part to The Delegation for 
Friendship Among Women and the Delegates who visited Rwanda in 2015.  The Delegation as a 
whole made a significant contribution to the 6th shipment of books and sponsored the 5th 
shipment, which was for the effort of the First Lady of Rwanda, Mrs Kigame, to establish a National 
Library of Rwanda.  

A special recognition goes to Mary Patricia Rohman who has been a major contributor to this 
effort in the last few years.  Mary donated an entire computer library to the Akilah Institute 
and also made a significant contribution to the last (8th) shipment of books.     

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

EDITOR’S SIGN-OFF 

Thank you all for your contributions.  The newsletter would not exist without your help.  Please 
continue to send me items, and please include any news about yourself that you would like to 
share.   It is such a delight to edit this newsletter.  It makes me feel like I am getting to know each 
of you a bit better.  I look forward to meeting and traveling with you to Peru.   

All my best wishes, Susan 
smccrawhelms@cox.net 
 
With thanks to Desiree Hannah, our talented technical editor. 


